
 

 

 

One of the justifications for carousel technology is the reduced picking area footprint required.  

Horizontal carousels can be located close together and eliminate aisles.  Vertical carousels tradeoff floor 

space for high, often unused, overhead space. 

Among problems with carousels is the delay time for the carousel to rotate to the face (set of shelves) 

containing a required SKU.  This rotation delay can be reduced by overlapping rotation times across 

multiple carousels containing required SKUs.  After scanning an order barcode, a worker can pick from 

a carousel that has stopped at a needed SKU location while other carousels rotate for other required 

SKUs.  E-commerce orders will often require SKUs from a single carousel so picking and rotation often 

can’t overlap. 

The solution to this problem 

is to not pick many small 

orders individually but 

instead to pick one large bulk 

order which is the 

aggregation of many small 

orders.  This will reduce the 

number of carousels rotations 

since the carousel will be 

stopped only once, rather 

than many times, for each 

required SKU. 

The problem then becomes how to efficiently and accurately separate the bulk picked SKUs into 

individual orders. 

 

 

 

Waytek, Inc., a distributor of electrical parts located in Chanhassen, MN, was able to increase order 

processing capacity by 66% without increasing labor.  The increase was achieved by replacing Waytek’s 

existing sortation conveyor with three putwalls.  Additionally, the solution reduced the order fulfillment 

floorspace and yielded an order line accuracy rate exceeding 99.9% without a full audit of the order 

contents. 

Waytek prides itself on providing an exceptional customer experience.  Most orders will ship within two 

hours of receipt and most orders received as late as 5 pm will ship on the receipt day.   With a rapidly 

increasing order volume, Waytek needed a substantial increase in order-fulfillment throughput to meet 

shipping goals.   

Waytek’s SKUs are stored in distinct zones and carousels, based upon SKU type, size and additional 

handling processes such as counting, weighing, bagging small parts, cutting cables to ordered lengths, 
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and stripping insulation.  Larger SKUs are stored on bay shelves or bins while small parts are stored in 

three carousels.  Individual orders typically require SKUs from multiple zones, including carousels.   

With Waytek’s original order-fulfillment strategy, each 

customer order required a tote from each zone containing 

needed SKUs.   The totes were placed on a sortation 

conveyor that diverted them to a packing station when all 

required totes for an order were present.  Unfortunately, the 

system was experiencing deadlocks, requiring manual 

intervention, when the sortation conveyor became filled but 

no totes could be removed because all required totes for an 

order were not present.  The conveyor sortation system was at 

risk of not being able to keep up with the high level of 

customer service that Waytek’s customers expected during 

this growth.  Increasing the capacity of the conveyor sortation 

system would delay but not eliminate deadlocks.    

 

 

 

After evaluating alternative approaches to increasing throughput, Waytek decided to change its carousel 

picking strategy and replace its sortation conveyor with three “putwalls.”  A putwall is an array of 

compartments into which SKUs are placed as orders are assembled.  Putwalls enable SKUs to be 

gathered in bulk from multiple picking zones and carousels and sorted into putwall compartments.       

Rather than using a conventional “put-to-light” (PTL) module adjacent to each compartment, the 

putwalls designed for Waytek use a control computer, multicolored LED strips, wireless ring scanners, 

message light modules, and voice enunciations.  Message lights display errors and information such as 

“DDDDooooNNNNEEEE” when all order SKUs have been scanned.   Voice enunciations supplement message lights by 

speaking error and status information such as “Order Complete.”   

LED strips adjacent to putwall 

shelves have a advantages over 

light modules by using a 

control computer to illuminate 

contiguous LEDs (an LED 

segment) as the width and 

number of compartments 

change.  Additionally, a 

compartment width can be as 

narrow as one inch to 

accommodate extremely small 

SKUs (e.g., sheet music stored 

on edge).  Finally, LED strips 

are sold by shelves, not by the number of light modules on shelf compartments.  The cost of an LED 
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strip for an 8’ putwall shelf is typically 90% less than the cost of eight conventional light modules on the 

shelf. 

Putwalls are often constructed using compartments large enough to hold the SKUs in the largest 

anticipated order.  Unfortunately, some Waytek orders included SKUs that were too large or heavy to be 

contained in a compartment and required processing outside compartments.  In order to process more 

orders concurrently, Waytek decided to use multiple putwalls – two with smaller compartment sizes and 

one with larger compartment sizes. The two smaller compartment putwalls contained 5 shelves and the 

other contained 3 shelves.   The width and number of compartments in either putwall can be adjusted by 

illuminating longer or shorter LED segments. 

The order-fulfillment process uses two 

phases.  First, the SKUs for a wave of 

orders are gathered in bulk into mixed 

SKU totes from all picking zones and 

carousels and transported to the putwalls.  

As required SKUs are gathered, barcoded 

license plate numbered (LPN) labels are 

applied to associate SKUs with specific 

orders and putwall sizes.  The Waytek 

WMS uses dimensions of order SKUs to 

determine which type putwall must be 

used.  Each order’s putwall type is 

provided to the putwall software to 

ensure the correct putwall is used.   

Picking SKUs in bulk from non-carousel locations employs a 

worker with a cart, holding one or more large totes, to pick 

SKUs in bulk for a batch of orders and place them into the totes.  

As each order SKU is picked (and if necessary, bagged) an LPN 

is applied to the SKU or bag.  If multiple orders require the 

same SKU, the SKUs for each order are picked and bagged 

before an LPN is applied.  The reason for keeping SKUs 

separated by order is that some orders include SKUs without 

barcodes, SKUs cut to custom lengths, or small part SKUs 

picked from carousels measured by weight or counts. 

Initially, empty, barcoded totes are placed into all putwall 

compartments.  When mixed SKUs totes arrive, workers scan 

individual LPNs and a segment of LEDs is illuminated adjacent 

to a compartment assigned to the order requiring the LPN.  

 If no compartment has been assigned to the order, the computer dynamically assigns the order to an 

empty compartment. When all LPNs required for an order have been scanned and the SKUs placed into 

the assigned compartment, the compartment’s LEDs are illuminated with a green color, indicating that 

the tote can be removed and transported to a packing station.  When an order has been removed from a 

compartment, a new order can be assigned to the compartment.  Using “dynamic” assignment, the 



number of orders processed using putwalls can largely exceed the number of compartments in the 

putwalls.   

Two workers can scan and place SKUs into the same compartment concurrently by using a different 

color assigned to each scanner to differentiate target compartments.  If multiple putters simultaneously 

scan SKUs for the same order, the LED segment adjacent to the assigned compartment is illuminated 

with interleaved colors assigned to the putters’ scanners. 

If a compartment tote is full and a scanned SKU won’t 

fit in the tote, a “FULL” barcode is scanned and a 

message light displays a holding location (e.g., a floor 

or shelf location).  A putter places the tote in the 

holding location and scans a holding location barcode 

to associate the order tote with the location.  Another 

empty tote is then placed in the compartment and the 

SKU is placed in the tote.  

Rather than sending single-SKU orders to the packing 

area one at a time, the system accumulates SKUs for 

single-SKU orders in a dedicated putwall compartment 

until the tote in the compartment is filled.  The entire 

tote is then placed on a conveyor that transports it to 

the packing area where a SKU LPN is scanned, the 

SKU is packed and a shipping label is printed and 

applied.   

 

Some SKUs are too large, heavy, or bulky to be placed 

into a compartment.  When such a SKU is scanned, the 

system uses the message light and speech output to notify 

the putter that the SKU is too large for a compartment and 

to scan a “Too Large” barcode.   This scan activates a 

message light to instruct the putter to place the SKU into a 

holding location and scan the location barcode to associate 

the SKU with the location.  When the remaining SKUs 

required for the order have been placed into the order tote, 

the system displays the holding location in the message 

light so that the order tote and the holding location tote 

can be retrieved and transported to the packing area.  

 

 

 

The new order-fulfillment strategy increased order fulfillment speed 66% with no additional labor.  

Additionally, the solution reduced the floorspace devoted to order fulfillment and yielded an order line 

accuracy rate of 99.9% without a full audit of the contents of each order. 
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Waytek’s fulfillment strategy demonstrates that human workers using efficacious technologies can 

greatly improve carousel operations by creating a large bulk order from multiple small orders and 

subsequently using putwalls to sort SKUS into customer orders.  The increase in processing speed is 

attributable to: 

1. bulk picking from carousels which decreases the number of required rotations, reduces the wait 

time for rotation and reduces the number of totes handled by carousel operators 

2. fast and inexpensive putwall processing with LEDs 

3. special handling for single-SKU orders  

4. using holding locations for too-large SKUs and full order totes   

5. reduced tote handling by downstream packers thus making packing more efficient. 

During certain periods when workload is low, orders can be processed by one putwall.  As order volume 

increases, more putwalls can be employed to increase throughput.   

While the original sortation conveyor system required picking into individual order totes in all zones and 

carousels, the FastFetch putwall system permits bulk picking into mixed SKU totes for an entire wave of 

orders.  Bulk picking provides opportunities to optimize picking by gathering SKUs for orders with a 

single trip through the picking area.  Additionally, only a single access of each SKU in the carousel is 

required, thus reducing carousel rotations and pick times. 

The putwall system is easy to learn, use and maintain and required one week installation.  Additionally, 

the system provides a scalable means to accommodate growth by expanding the number of putwalls as 

needed.   Finally, the ROI payback period was less than 12 months. 

 

Conclusions 


